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Sports

KMS Cheerleaders: Diana Meshaal, Claudia
Corrales, Nikki Cerda, Ruth Morales, Jessica
Rameriez, Maria Lumbreas

Basketball players at practice.Jacob Nava
scoring one for
the home team

Basketball players having a
friendly scrimmage

Coach Johnson giving our girls a little pep
talk to get them  motivated
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Here are the 1999-2000 Football players for Kirkpatrick Middle School!
They are: (Row 1)Coach Garcia, Ruben Fuentes, Eric Galvan, Jesus Arguello, Phillip Gonzales, Josh
Priest, Paul Sanchez, Juan Arreguin, Marcus Sherman, Edward Rodriguez, Daniel Munoz, Coach Braziel
(Row 2)Anthony Johnson, John Galvan, Manuel Montes, Clayton Scivilly, Jacob Nava, Pete Arredondo,
Yovani Gallardo, Efren Arrenda, Abel Montelongo, Emilio Salas, Robert Munoz, D’Anthony Brown
(Row 3)Michael Garcia, Dallas Ross, Jose Acevedo, Christopher Haynes, Kyle Thomas, Sammie
Thompson, Danny Munoz, Alfredo, Rodriguez, Jerry Walker, Steve Guzman

Our soccer team going up against Dagget.
(And of course winning!!!)

            Look at my
muscles!

The team is so smart
that they took the time
to size up the competi-
tion

Members  of
the soccer
team taking it
easy before the
game.
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Now Then

     Now        Then

     Autographs
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< We caught
these Spice Girls
at a photo shoot.
Guess who they
are?

                     Just Chillin’   Christopher is just kickn’ back

Chris is hangin’
around for his chick!
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Donuts and juice day
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  KMS at
     play
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Presenting the 1999-2000 Kirkpatrick Middle School Yearbook Staff

Throughout the entire school year these students spent several hours
each week to produce the yearbook. Through designing, planning,
learning state-of-the-art software, selling, redesigning, money collect-
ing, record keeping, proof reading, cropping, layout, and on and on,
these students demonstrated tenacity, willingness, intelligence, caring,
optimism and a cheerful outlook. No one will know how much work
goes into producing a yearbook unless they do it and these kids did
%99.99 of it all on their own. We can be very proud of each one of
them.

Josh Priest, Eduardo Arcos, Carol Cerda, Heather Hernandez, Linda Martinez,
Juan Arreguin
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This goes out to everyone who knows me.
I‘ll never forget all of you.  To all my
friends in the 8th grade I am going to miss
all of ya’ll and I love you all so very much
From: The One and Only Carol Nicole
“Nikki” Cerda  P.S. Take Care

I would like to say to the whole 8th grade
that I congratulate you for passing this long
and exhausting year at Kirkpatrick Middle,
but luckily for us we are going to a new
school next year. We will meet new people
and get on with our lives, but we will never
forget those special people and thosespecial
times that we had here at Kirkpatrick. So
good luck in High School.

- Heather Hernandez
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                                Autographs

This year’s cover designed by Alejandro Oropeza
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  Autographs


